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ABSTRACT

Sort algorithms are a basic research domain in computer science. In last few years, many researchers proposed several sorting algorithm to enhance time complexity and space complexity. In this paper we present a mapping sorting algorithm for heterogonous values, which utilizes mapping techniques. The mapping technique will be between values of array and indexes without using any Correlation and interchanging values. The paper analyzes time complexity of proposed algorithm mathematically and empirically. The complexity of proposed algorithm is O(xlogm) + O(n) where n represents number of sorted elements and m, x<<n. Result shows that the Performance of mapping sorting algorithm is better than other sorting algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sorting is the shifting list of items into ascending or descending order. Sorting is considered as an underlying assignment previously numerous procedures like searching, data management, and, database systems, so there is a need to enhance time complexity. This article proposes a sorting algorithm depend on mapping technique which maps values of the array that being sorted to a set of categorizes indexes.

The solution of sorting is a mapping relationship between index values and their corresponding ordered positions. A perfect sorting algorithm will make us accomplish our goal via just mapping, sorting the value of elements into the function and returning us their location. This article describes a new sorting algorithm which devotes to implement the mapping sort algorithm. Assuming the mapping relationship is linear, we devised two approaches. One depends on the maximum index and the minimum index value of records.

II. ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHM

A. Best Case:
Our proposed algorithm is performed in two ways. Map phase is for loop from i=0 to n-1, the basic function is Performing map equation on each value of the array and adding the result to the specified index position. In this step, the time complexity is T(n)=[i=0,1,2,…,n-1] tends to be T(n)=O (n). In sort phase, the basic function is sorted indexes on each index position. If all position contains one index, the algorithm will not use another sorting algori
thm and it will be the best case. The time complexity of the best case is T(n) =O(n) . This case exists when all elements of the array are well-distribute and they exist within range equal n (e.g. n=100 and range= [0,100]) and there is no repeated numbers.

B. Worst Case:
The worst case of the algorithm occurs when elements of the array condensed in very narrow range (E.g., n=100 and range [0, 10]).In this case all elements in the array are repeated ,the algorithm uses merge sort to sort indexes on each slot at the
second loop. The complexity of the worst case is $T(N)=O(n)+O(n\log n)$. But the partitioning by mapping sorting algorithm will reduce competition time comparing with using merge sort only.

C. Average Case:

The complexity of the average case is $T(N)=O(n)+O(p^m\log m)$, tends to be $T(N)=O(n)+O(x\log m)$, which $p$ is the number of slots and $m$ is the length of the slot and $m<<n$.

### III. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The demonstrates execution correlation between other sorting algorithm and mapping sort algorithm with upgrade in the average case. The analysis of $n$ varies from 100 to 100000 and the time measured by millisecond. Mapping algorithm has presentation close to other sort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing sorting algorithm</th>
<th>Average complexity</th>
<th>Best time complexity</th>
<th>Worst time complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bubble</td>
<td>$O(N^2)$</td>
<td>$O(N)$</td>
<td>$O(N^2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insertion</td>
<td>$O(N^2)$</td>
<td>$O(N)$</td>
<td>$O(N^2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>$O(N^2)$</td>
<td>$O(N^2)$</td>
<td>$O(N^2)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merge</td>
<td>$O(N\log N)$</td>
<td>$O(N\log N)$</td>
<td>$O(N\log N)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heap</td>
<td>$O(N\log N)$</td>
<td>$O(N\log N)$</td>
<td>$O(N\log N)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quick</td>
<td>$O(N\log N)$</td>
<td>$O(N\log N)$</td>
<td>$O(N^2)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Figure 1.** Comparison of the existing algorithms

### IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

**Input:** array $A[i]

**Output:** Max [$A_i$], Min [$A_i$]

Procedure start(max, min)

range = Max [$A_i$] - Min [$A_i$]

for i=0

if i n-1

index = $[]):

insert in final array $A[]$;

if index_size>6

append value to final array $A[]$;

call merge operation;

append value to final array $A[]$;

end

In proposed algorithm, we are taking array $A[i]$ as input put, and Max [$A_i$], Min [$A_i$] as the output values. Initially, it will read values from array $A[i]$. Our proposed algorithm, it will analyze records in the array index and sort array index values max, min process support.

### V. RESULT ANALYSIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Quick sort algorithm</th>
<th>Mapping sort algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10000</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100000</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>490</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The performance comparison between Quick sort algorithm and Mapping sort algorithm with enhancement in the average case. The value of $n$ varies from 100 to 100000 and the time measured by millisecond. Here, Mapping sorting algorithm has performance close to quick sort or better.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The paper presents mapping sorting algorithm and efficient data analysis for the algorithm. The algorithm mainly based on data mapping approach, it maps the fields of the array to their index positions. The algorithm has time complexity in average case is \(O(x\log m)+O(n)\) where \(n\) represents number of sorted fields and \(m, x<<n\). The future work of the algorithm gives better results. In this paper, we are comparisons with other sorting algorithms showing the efficiency of the current mapping algorithm. The future scope will include improvement in the algorithm will used to decrees time and space complexity, comparing with pervious sorting algorithms.
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